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neat image is an excellent, affordable tool for photographers who battle noisy images for any reason. the ability to tweak settings to personal taste, adjust
settings to personal taste, and use presets for repeatability of noise reduction, makes neat image an excellent choice for photographers who battle noisy images

for any reason, including shooting long exposures, low light photography, or high iso photography such as indoor sports, events, or weddings. neat image is
available starting at $39.90 per license. the first step in getting started with the neat image plugin is to make sure you have the latest version of the neat image

program installed. the plugin automatically detects the version and adds itself to your plugins folder. the plugins folder is located in the /applications/neat
image/users/username/library/application support/neat image/plugins folder. there are two folders in that location, one for neat image 8, and one for neat image
5. with the plugin installed and the neat image program opened, click on the neat image 8 tab in the center. the neat image 8 tab will ask you for a saved profile

that is saved in your neat image 8 default profile folder. the neat image 8 default profile folder is located in the /applications/neat
image/users/username/library/application support/neat image 8/profiles/default folder. click on the neat image 8 tab again, and then click on the auto profile

button. the neat image 8 tab will then have an arrow next to it and a label above it stating neat image 8 auto profile. select the image you wish to use to auto-
profile.
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to bring back lost detail, the plugin
includes two exposure modes. the first
is the standard exposure mode, which
allows you to set a specific exposure
level and the second is automatic.

exposure mode is easy to use. in auto
mode, the app will determine whether
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the image is under-exposed, correctly
exposed or over-exposed, and adjust

the sliders accordingly. in the first case,
the app will increase the amount of
noise reduction applied, while in the

second case, it will decrease the noise
reduction applied. in the third case,

there will be no noise reduction applied.
also, the plugin provides four modes to
recover lost detail. the first is fill, which
utilizes the auto recovery feature. this

allows you to recover lost detail using a
specified noise reduction amount. the
next three modes are: restore details,
which will make the image look like it
was taken with a better camera, extra

fine, which is the same as restore
details, but with a higher noise

reduction amount, and recover fine
details, which will give you even more
detail. each mode includes its own set
of sliders to adjust the amount of detail
recovered. also, the plugin allows you to

add a gaussian filter. this is a little
different from the others, as you can
choose between three types of filters.

the first is a circular radial blur, the
second is a box blur, and the last is the
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standard gaussian blur. neat image is a
new class of software that works
directly on digital photographs. it

provides many of the same benefits and
uses many of the same techniques as a
traditional grain reduction filter, but is

specifically designed for that purpose. it
can also be used for many other

purposes, including edge detection and
sharpening. 5ec8ef588b
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